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Qiao Mu was still caught in a foggy daze. She still did not associate the trigger for her level advancement 

to those two strange drops of water. 

 

She had thought it was because of the rich mystic energy in the Holy Water Sect that her trapped 

cultivation state started loosening. 

 

Qiao Mu sat inside the cultivation room and held her breath. She instantly felt mystic energy endlessly 

rushing in from the outside and rapidly flowing into her mystic domain through her electrified mystic 

meridians, the speed incredibly terrifying. 

 

Qiuqiu happily extended its branches inside her dantian and quickly absorbed the mystic energy rushing 

in from the outside world in large gulps. Her absorption speed could hold a candle to her little master’s 

speed, and she fought over the incoming mystic energy with her little master. 

 

Qiao Mu was already used to the cunning tree’s bandit ways, so she was completely unfazed and could 

ignore it just fine. 

 

She was currently shaking to the core as mystic energy burst into her mystic domain at an astonishing 

speed. 

 

The barrier around her initial success level-four cultivation realm crumbled instantly. 

 

Qiao Mu soon experienced firsthand what was called freakish advancement… 

 

She looked on helplessly as the barriers to the phenomenal success and peak ranks of level four were all 

barraged through, and she triumphantly soared into the realm of level-five mystic cultivation. 

 

This type of advancement speed evoked wariness in Qiao Mu. 



 

She assessed her body’s condition again with her inner sight and saw that there were traces and strands 

of some silver unknown substance flowing inside her one-finger-wide mystic meridians beside the milk-

white mystic energy. It was rippling up and down inside her mystic meridians. 

 

These silver threads were pitifully lacking in comparison to the rich mystic energy. 

 

However, it made Qiao Mu’s brows furrow together. She never saw this silver substance in her mystic 

meridians in her previous life. 

 

Nonetheless, this was not the time to think about this. 

 

The most important task on her agenda was to suppress her fierce advancement as soon as possible. 

 

Aunt-Master Yang was right. A mystic cultivator had to set a limit to their mystic cultivation and could 

not rashly level up for the mere sake of advancement. It was better to stabilize for a while before 

advancing again. 

 

She broke through to the phenomenal success rank of level-five mystic cultivation from the initial 

success rak of level four in a spurt of energy. Her mystic energy furiously grew in leaps and bounds and 

did not show any signs of slowing down. 

 

This truly caused some panic in her… 

 

She absorbed so much mystic energy at once and was full from the absorption! Her entire mystic 

meridians and mystic domain were expanded to the max already! 

 



If this persisted, it would be too easy for something unlucky like exploding and dying to happen. 

Moreover, advancing her cultivation too quickly could cause her cultivation to be unsteady and was 

detrimental for her future cultivation. 

 

However, she could not restrain it… Her cultivation was advancing like a ferocious tiger that leaped out 

of its den and fiercely charging upward. 

 

The barrier to peak-rank, level-five cultivation and the boundary of level-five cultivation were shattered, 

then entry-rank level-six and progress-rank level-six cultivation…Read more chapter on our vipnovel.com 

 

Qiao Mu was about to cry. She subconsciously called, “What should I do, Qiuqiu? I can’t stop the 

advancement.” 

 

“Qiuqiu!” Did that crafty tree disappear again? 

 

The sapling, Qiuqiu, was silent for a moment and uncontrollably asked, “Master, what are you worried 

about?” 

 

“I’m leveling up so fast and absorbing so much mystic energy! Will I explode on the spot?!” 

 

Qiuqiu: “…” 

 

“Master, are you an idiot? Why do you keep having these strange notions infesting your mind? If you 

don’t want to absorb the mystic energy, tell me! I can suck all of this mystic energy away! This large 

amount of mystic energy will be enough for me to grow two leaves!” 

 

“Moreover, why do you think your cultivation is bursting so explosively? Because you were triggered by 

the mystic energy in the outside world? No! It’s because you absorbed two drops of holy water!” 

 



Qiao Mu: “…” 


